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1 IntrodutionA Hu�man ode for an alphabet a1; a2; : : : ; an with weights w1; w2; : : : ; wn isa pre�x ode that minimizes weighted odeword length, de�ned asPni=1 wili,where li is the length of the ith odeword.The best known parallel algorithm [LP95℄ for this problem that uses nproessors is due to Larmore and Przytyka and runs in O(pn logn) time.Their algorithm is based on reduing the problem of onstruting a Hu�-man ode to the onave least weight subsequene problem. Levopoulosand Przytyka [LevPrz95℄ have presented an algorithm for the eÆient on-strution of Hu�man trees with the sublinear number of proessors. Theiralgorithm runs in O( npp log(p+1)(log2 p+log(n�pp log p))) with p proessors.However, we observe that the algorithm of [LevPrz95℄ ontains a tehnialaw sine onstrution of left-justi�ed trees is not ombined with the greedyHu�man algorithm in appropriate way.In this paper we further improve the result of Levopoulos and Przytykaand desribe an algorithm that works in O( npp log p) time with p proessors.Our algorithm uses a ombination of ideas inspired by several prior ap-proahes to the problem. In partiular, we ombine the methods used forthe onstrution of almost-optimal Hu�man odes (see [KP96℄ ,[BKN02℄),the greedy paradigm of Hu�man's algorithm [H51℄, and the CLWS approahfrom [LP95℄.2 Algorithm DesriptionThe tehnique for the onstrution of approximate Hu�man odes in parallelgiven in [KP96, BKN02℄ is to divide elements ai into lassesWj , j = m; : : : ; 1suh that Wj = fwij1=2j � wi < 1=2j�1g. This ensures that the sum of theweights of any two elements of a given lass is greater than the weight ofany other element of that same lass. Basially, Hu�man's algorithm anbe reformulated as follows. Let Wk be the lass whih ontains the smallestelement, and initialize ~Wk to be empty. For eah j, in desending order,onseutive pairs of elements of the merged list ~Wj +Wj are ombined andstored as a list ~Wj�1, then ~Wj�1 and Wj�1 are merged. It follows thatelements from the same lass an be proessed in parallel. See [KP96℄ for adetailed desription of this algorithm that also onsiders the ase of an oddnumber of elements in ~Wj +Wj . A limitation of this approah is that thenumber of parallel steps is proportional to the number of di�erent lassesWj .In this paper we will show how we an redue the number of steps for2



the lasses of small size. A binary tree T is alled left-justi�ed if the heightof every leaf of the left subtree of T is greater than or equal to the height ofthe right subtree of T , and if every proper subtree of T is left-justi�ed. Thefollowing theorem was proven in [LP95℄.Theorem 1 A left-justi�ed Hu�man tree T for elements a1; a2; : : : ; ap anbe onstruted in O(pp log p) time with p proessors.In general, a tree onstruted by Hu�man's original algorithm is notleft-justi�ed. We all a tree onstruted by Hu�man's algorithm a greedyHu�man tree.To ombine the algorithm of [LP95℄ with the approah of [KP96℄ and[BKN02℄ we need the following theoremTheorem 2 A greedy Hu�man tree T for elements a1; a2; : : : ; ap an beonstruted in O(pp log p) time with p proessors.We begin by desribing Hu�man's algorithm by formulating of a lemma.Let b1; : : :bn�1 be the internal nodes of the greedy Hu�man tree, and letvi be the weight of bi, de�ned to be the sum of the weights of the leaves ofthe subtree rooted at bi. We index the internal nodes in the order in whihHu�man's algorithm produes them; thus v1 � v2 � : : : vn�1.Let Fr be the greedy Hu�man forest of r roots, i.e., the forest obtainedafter n�r steps of Hu�man's algorithm. Note that Fn is the forest onsistingof n singleton nodes, while F1 is greedy Hu�man tree. The leaves of eah Frare the original items. Hu�man's algorithm onstruts Fn�j by ombiningthe two least weight trees of Fn�j+1 into a single tree, reating the new rootbj . We will use the following tie-breaking rule. We assign a t-value to everynode in a Hu�man tree. The t-value of the leaf ai will be 2i, and the t-valueof an internal node will be the sum of t-values of its hildren. Thus all nodeshave distint t-values. In ase two nodes have the same weight, the one withthe smaller t-value will be taken to be the smaller one.This method redues the problem with ties to the problem with no ties,by simply hanging the weight of the ai to wi + �2i, where � is some verysmall positive onstant.This tie-breaking sheme an be implemented at a ost of O(1) per om-parison, as follows. For eah node, keep trak of the index of the largestleaf in the subtree rooted at that node, and all that the dominant t-valueof that node. If it beomes neessary to ompare the t-values of two nodes,simply ompare their dominant t-values. Sine the subtrees are disjoint,they will have distint dominant t-values.3



Lemma 11. Fn onsists of the singleton trees faig.2. For j > 1, one of the roots of Fn�j is bj. Furthermore, Fn�j � bj =Fn�j+1, and the hildren of bj are the roots of the two smallest weighttrees in Fn�j+1.3. If k < ` < j and bk is a root of Fn�j , then b` is a root of Fn�j .4. Fn�j has leaves a1; : : :an, internal nodes b1; : : :bj, and roots bi+1; : : : bj ;a2j�i+1; : : :an, for some i < j.5. Let Bn�j be the set of hildren of non-leaf roots of Fn�j . Then thesum of the weights of any two elements of Bn�j is greater than theweight of any other element of Bn�j.Proof:Part 1 and Part 2 are the well-known observations whih justify Hu�-man's algorithm. Part 3 is proved by ontradition, as follows. Ifk < ` < j, and bk is a root of Fn�j and b` is not, then Fn�j ould be im-proved by exhanging bk and b`, sine vk < v`. Part 4 follows from Part 1,Part 2, Part 3, and a simple omputation. Part 5 is proved by ontraditionin the same manner as Part 3; if it were false, the smallest non-leaf root ofFn�j ould be exhanged with the largest member of Bn�j , improving Fn�j .2 We now summarize the redution given in [LP95℄. For 0 � m < n, letSm =Pmi=1wi, the sum of the weights of the �rst m symbols. Let G be theweighted direted ayli graph whose nodes are the integers 0; 1; : : :n� 1,and whose edges are the pairs (i; j) suh that i < j and 2j � i � n, wherethe edge (i; j) has weight S2j�i. De�ne bak0 = 0, and for any 0 < j < n,let bakj be de�ned to be the next-to-the-last node in the minimum weightpath from 0 to j. Let fj be the total weight of that minimum weight path.More formally, f0 = 0 and, for j > 0, fj = mini<j ffi + S2j�i : i < jg, andbakj is that hoie of i for whih the minimum value of fj is ahieved.We will use the following lemmas from [LP95℄.Lemma 2 The graph G has the onave Monge property.Lemma 3 We an �nd minimum weight paths from 0 to j for 1 � j � nin O(pn) time with n proessors. 4



Algorithm CLWS desribed in the paper [LP℄ �nds minimum weightpaths for all j. Aording to theorem 2.7 of [LP℄ it works in O(n logn=m+n2=mp+ nm logn=p) time with p proessors for any 0 < m � n. By settingp = n and m = pn we get the result of the Lemma.Lemma 41. The weighted path length of Fn�j is equal to fj.2. For 0 < j < n, fj � fj�1 = vj.3. If bakj = i, then the roots of Fn�j are bi+1; : : : bj ; a2j�i+1; : : :an.4. For 0 < j < n, bakj�1 � bakj � bakj�1 + 2. Let i = bakj�1. Then(a) If bakj = i then the two hildren of bj are a2j�i�1 and a2j�i.(b) If bakj = i+ 1 then the two hildren of bj are bi+1 and a2j�i�1.() If bakj = i+ 2 then the two hildren of bj are bi+1 and bi+2.Proof:We �rst prove Part 1 by strong indution. For j = 0 it is trivial, soassume j > 0. Part 3 of Lemma 1 allows us to hoose i < j suh that bk isa root of Fn�j if and only if i < k � j. Fn�i is then obtained from Fn�jby deleting the roots bk for i < k � j. Sine Fn�j must have n � j roots,of whih j � i are the bk, it must have n � 2j + i roots whih are originalitems. It follows from Part 5 of Lemma 1 that removal of bk for i < k � jauses all leaves whih are not roots of Fn�i to move up one level in the tree.Hene the weighted path length is dereased by the sum of the weights ofthose leaves, whih is S2j�i, whih is also the weight of the edge (i; j) in G.By the indutive hypothesis, the weighted path length of Fi is fi, thus theweighted path length of Fj is fi + S2j�i � fj .To prove that fj is also an upper bound for the weighted path length ofFj , let i = bakj . We onsider two ases. If i = 0, then fj = S2j�i, whihis the weighted path length of the forest obtained by ombining a1; : : :a2jin pairs, resulting in a forest with n � j roots and weighted path length fj .Now suppose i > 0. By the indutive hypothesis, the weighted path lengthof Fi is fi. Let m = baki. We know that 2i�m � 2j � i, sine otherwisea smaller weight path from 0 to j ould be obtained by replaing the edges(m; i) and (i; j) by the edges (m; i� 1) and (i � 1; j). The forest obtainedfrom Fi by ombining the roots bm+1; : : : bi; a2i�m+1; : : :a2j�i in pairs thenhas n � j roots and weighted path length fj .5



Part 2 follows from Part 1 and Part 2 of Lemma 1, sine the di�erenebetween the weighted path lengths of Fn�j and Fn�j+1 is the weight of thesubtree rooted at bj .Part 3 follows from the above disussion and from Part 4 of Lemma 1.We now prove Part 4. The two hildren of bj are the two roots of Fj�1 ofsmallest weight, whih must be in the set fbi+1; bi+2; a2j�i�1; a2j�ig. Thereare three possibilities, giving us the three ases.This ompletes the proof of Lemma 4. 2Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 3 and Part 4 of Lemma 4.Now we �nish the desription of our algorithm. Suppose that lassesWm;Wm�1; : : : ;Wi+1 are already proessed. If the number of elements inWi exeeds p, we onstrut ~Wi�1 as desribed above. If jWij < p then lassesWi;Wi�1; : : : ;Wl, suh that jWij+jWi�1j+: : :+jWlj � p and jWij+jWi�1j+: : :+ jWlj > p are onsidered. Using theorem 2 we an onstrut a greedyHu�man tree T 0 for elements of lasses Wi;Wi�1; : : : ;Wl.We onsider the sets N of all nodes S in T 0, suh that the weight of atleast one son of S is in [2l�2; 2l�1). It is easy to see that the set N an beused instead of the set ~Wl�1 from the previous algorithm.There are at most n=p large lasses with more than p elements. Thereforethere are at most n=p groups of small lasses. The total time to proess allgroups of small lasses an therefore be limited by O((n=pp) logn). Thetime neessary to proess a large lass is O(log log p � jWij=p) Hene the totaltime for proessing all large lasses is less than O(n=p log log p).Therefore the running time of the modi�ed algorithm is O((n=pp) log p).3 Open ProblemsIt is an open problem whether there exists an O((n=pp)) p-proessor algo-rithm for Hu�man oding. Suh an algorithm an perhaps be onstrutedwith a faster CLWS algorithm for a Monge graph with limited edge lengths.Another open problem is the onstrution of faster parallel algorithmsbased on the CLWS approah, that would use the speial properties of Mongegraphs orresponding to Hu�man odes (for instane, the fat that there areonly a linear number of distint weights on the edges.)Referenes[BKN02℄ Berman, P., Karpinski, M., Nekrih, Y., Approximating Hu�manCodes in Parallel, Pro. 29th ICALP, LNCS vol. 2380, Springer,2002, pp. 845{855. 6
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